Twenty-six Winona State College seniors have been nominated to "Who's Who." They are, left to right, seated, Sharon Lang, Sally Hartly, Ron Cleveland, Diane Pfeuschel, Robert Cameron, David McCartney, and Howard Schwind. (Merrill Kelly photo)

``WHO'S WHO'' NOMINEES . . . Nine of the WSC seniors nominated to "Who's Who." They are, second row, left to right, Robert Meyer, Sharon Flanagan, Wanda Meyer, Robert Cameron, David McCartney and Howard Schwind, (Merrill Kelly photo)

Arvid Meyer, Winona, has mathematics and physical science majors. Her activities include SNEA and Kappa Delta Pi. (Ardell Miller)

Bernard Pfeiffer, Caledonia, a philosophy major and mathematics major, has participated in football, wrestling (co-captain of the present "Who's Who" Club), pole Vault, and student commission, dorm council, and student dean. (Wanda Hellickson, Wanda Hellickson)

Ronald Cleveland, Hopkins, a business education major and speech major. His activities include college, WINONAN, WSSA (president), Gamma Delta, Apollo Club, Mission Bureau Club, Delphin Club, Womyn Players, and "Who's Who." (Merrill Kelly photo)

In making their selections, the committee chose from the student's scholarship, participation and leadership in academic and extracurricular activities, and service to the school and promise of future usefulness. (Merrill Kelly photo)
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Should pugnacity or maturity decide right to vote at 18?

Now that the issue of elevating the skill president of the United States to the age of 21 has been raised, what about the question of age 18?

There are many today advocating that the voting age should be changed to allow 18-year-olds to vote. "These advocates state that mature young adults are ready to vote as they do for many other decisions in their lives," says the recent study by the Winonan. "Their argument is based on this statement and this statement alone. However, let us analyze exactly what this statement means."

TO BEGIN WITH, how many of the 18-year-olds really join the armed forces? "It is said that we are old enough to fight," they argue, "but how many of our young men are drafted at 18? Most young men are drafted at either 21 or 22. The only persons that do go into the armed forces between the ages of 18 and 21 are those who have been in the military service in four years or more and are stranded in by past service. Thus, this statement is not exactly true."

There are some eighth or ninth graders that put up a very good fight, but not all of them.

ALL KIDDING aside however, most 18-year-olds of today are mature enough to help decide who should be the representatives of our country for the next four years. The 18-year-old student is being prepared at high school to be fairly well versed in political affairs. Knowledge of who and what is required in the political arena is the most important aspect of politics.

Some young people may go into politics for a personal reason because they have a better looking wife or because the candidate has curly hair or because they want to change the world. There are many today advocating that the voting age should be lowered to 18.

DO YOU believe your immature, unpolished vote will be received with open arms? Do you want to be exactly what this statement means? And if you do, how can you prove yourself to the voters? If you are going to lower the voting age to 18 because they are old enough to fight for our country, then you should lower the drinking age because they are old enough to enjoy their favorite liquor.

How should any of them get their chance to vote to be rejected. If they really want the chance to do so, they can do anything and anybody can do anything -- be a good president and get out and campaign on it. But let's not hear any such absurdities as: "We are old enough to fight for our country, a..."

EDITORIAL

From the table down at Money

By RHETT ANNE FRAZER

Money has got to go, unless it is paid for other necessities in the kitchen and a defendable waistline of brown November going into the white of winter. It is impetus, ice cream and cotton candy, and it is a necessity for us all. And if the signs of a rich harvest don't make us fat enough, Thanksgiving is wonderfully close, our stomachs do.

In the first portion of our first quarter and our third month of living here at Winona State College, with books under our arms is here, and with it there are some stories in this character and trends: The common bookmark pack, to a Kresge sales slip or a butt crack of corn. This is what we have been eating that last week of the turkey.

Nixon faxes on electoral college entrance exams

By RANDALL J. STUREK

Kennedy told me Kennedy won. (I think it was Bill Bowman.) It's what I meant all along; Bill Bowman telling me that Kennedy won. Well, I don't think I'll get into the details here. The signs of the campaign still remain -- too tiny to be legal unless the real election. The best book is short and fat.

What happened to Nixon? For a little bit. He has had the change. One may notice that he finally bought a new suit. The old one was bought in 1960 by the South American election, and he was not the head of most public programs. What's a cop that didn't get on the ballot (maybe due to its non-eligibility at 18)?

CAMPUS COMEDY

Players give stunning performance of 'Crucible'

By JAMES R. BRUST

An estimated total audience of about 12,000 students and 250 faculty members attended the presentation of "The Crucible," a Pulitzer Prize-winning play by Arthur Miller. The production was staged in Roos 200 adjacent to the auditorium.

"The Crucible" is a historical drama of the Salem witch trials to help today's people realize that a period in American history provided the crucible of a national character. The crucible of national and enthusiastic audience acclaim.

JOHN DAVIS, as John Proctor, revealed insight and empathy in his portrayal of Proctor, a man that educationally, was an unexpected prestige for a truly qualified performer.

Chap Sherman, as John Proctor, the moreextérieur of John. Proctor performs to the best of his ability, supplying other, recommendations. I know. Perhaps this idea has been thought of by many, but this idea is the melancholy of the student placement service provided by the organization.

All Eau Claire students recognized by this organization each year are nominated from approximately 150 colleges and universities.

A SURVEY conducted by the writer between a variety of students representing the whole campus, revealed that a high percentage of faculty members regarded in regarding the distinction of being selected for inclusion in "WHO'S WHO," as "a plan that needs improvement" by the faculty. The following is a summary of overall statements:

"The setting up of a specific standard criteria for selection of nominees should be the best incentive to scholarship and service; and the organization that is not fully understood may have been public well wounds."

By HOWARD R. SCHWIND

"Who's Who in American Universities and Colleges" is an organization set up to recognize students who are the best in their field throughout the country.

Candidates are selected by campus committees usually involving student-faculty-administrative participation. Nominations must be signed by a member of the faculty.

NOMINATING committees are requested to consider the student's scholarship, his leadership and cooperation in educational and extra-curricular activities, his general citizenship and his future usefulness.

Each student who becomes a member receives, without cost, a certificate of recognition awarded by the organization and presented at the school, recognition in the annual publication and benefit of the student placement services provided by the organization if he needs assistance in making employment contacts or in securing further educational opportunity.

In addition it renders these less conspicuous services:

• As a goal to inspire greater effort in those who may not excel in performance, but strive to improve: As a reminder that time must be used intelligently to bring results from one's college experience. As a means of compensation for outstanding effort and achievement.

As a standard of measurement for students comparable to other recognized scholastic and service organizations.

Students recognized by this organization each year are nominated from approximately 150 colleges and universities.

Leaving not a doubt in the student's mind for the next time, he may be recommended to "The Crucible.""
Rislove, Sprute named 1961 grid co-captains

Dave Rislove and Gale Sprute will be the 1961 co-captains of the WSC Warrior basketball team. The pair was elected by vote of the Warrior team. Rislove is a sophomore, Sprute a junior.

The two were two of the 38 members of the 1960 WSC team that received major letters by approval of the college athletic committee. Luther A. McDowell, athletic director, announced these gridironers will receive major letters in addition to Rislove and Sprute.

BRUCE ZELLMER, Charles Baus, Elwynne Matl, Jack Christiansen, Glenn Schneider, Jerry Demetre, Bernie Papier, Robert Wolf, Alley Birte, Gary Paul, Kent Parker, Dave Glaister.

Gerlach has hopes for good basketball season

"I think we're going to have a good ball club."

With these words, Coach Joe Gerlach of the WSC Warrior basketball team summed up the earnest preparation during the off season. Gerlach stated this after surveying his 12-man squad for several days in pre-season drills.

TWO POINTS are evident after a quick review of the 38 members. The Warriors are a young ball club, and they lack the really big man who has become almost a necessity to college teams nowadays.

There is not a single senior on the squad. It is made up of three freshmen, eight sophomores and one freshman.

That freshman could make the Winona State College of considerable. He's Lyle Papenfuss of La-Cres-...
Lobbying favored to increase state college building

A motion in favor of lobbying for an increased state college building program at the state Legislature was passed by members of a student government conference meeting at Moorhead State College Nov. 3-5.

Representatives from the five state colleges attending the Minnesota State College Student Government conference also called for increased support of student government.

The group pointed out that a "whistle-blowing" of the support of the students by the student body is the most effective means of achieving a voice in college government.

WIDE THOROUGHLY it is worthwhile for small colleges to join the National Student Association also was discussed. The issues will be decided at the spring convention at St. Cloud State.

Attending from Winona State were Ken Loomer, Sharon Lang, Bob Brett, Ron Cleveland, Irv Preisnitz and Doug Coffey.

'Wenonah' to be published; sale Dec. 5th

There will be a yearbook this year, Dr. Ralph Building, chairman of the finance committee, has announced.

Although only 357 of the required 600 "Wenonahs" have been sold as far, the committee approved the publication of the yearbook.

Editor James Muldinger has announced a third sale campaign for the "Wenonah." The campaign will be conducted on registration day for winter quarter, Dec. 5.

Muldinger emphasized that seniors must make immediate arrangements for having their pictures taken.

Student directories ready next month

Student directories should be available in December, Dr. Neil Minor has announced.

Final approval of a printing order has been held up by publication, but the order is expected to arrive at the printer's soon.

The directories will be available about a week after that.

FROM A HOLE IN THE GROUND . . . To pi in the sky. That might describe this excavation scene of the new WSC science building. Estimated cost is $108,000, plus $75,000 for office expense.

WSC defense best in league

Winona State was the best defensive team in the Northern State College Conference this year, according to final league statistics.

The Warriors gave five conference opponents only 720 yards rushing and 140 yards passing for a total of 860. This is an average of only 172 per game.

ON THE other side of the ledger, however, the Warriors' offense was poorest in the league, averaging only 124 yards rushing for a total of 624. The Warriors were last in rushing yardage with 124 (1.3 per game) and in passing yardage with 171. They compiled only 12 of 46 passes for a percentage of 26, also poorest in the league.

Champion Mankato State led in rushing yardage with 1,315 and was second in passing, total offense and defense. Mankato State gained 209 yards through the air and 1,315 yards in all. They gave up 725 yards rushing and 186 passing for a total of 911, an average of 140 per game.

THIRTEEN compiled 40 percent or more of their passes, but Emorah's 15 of 34 handing the ball. Others were Mansfield (12 of 28) and Michigan Tech (28 of 87).

The three-story, 250-foot long building is expected to be finished within a year. (Wenonah photo)

WRA sponsors modern dance symposium here

WRA sponsored a modern dance symposium at the college last Saturday. Members from Winona State, La Crosse State, Minneapolis State and the University of Minnesota attended.

Mrs. Eloise Holton, instructor of modern dance at the University of Minnesota, conducted the symposium.

The morning activities included exercises and modern dance movements in the afternoon, each college presented a modern dance number.

Nancy Finley, Colleen Botscher, Reeta Hassan and Judy McClain represented Winona State as they danced to "Blue Mirage."

Beta Xi Chapter, Sigma Tau Gamma, initiates 16 pledges into fraternity

Sixteen WSC men were pledged into Beta Xi Chapter of Sigma Tau Gamma Fraternity, Minnesota's first national social fraternity at a state college, in a formal initiation at the YMCA Nov. 15.

A team from the fraternity also initiated the second chapter of Sigma Tau Gamma in Minnesota at Moorhead State College Oct. 29. It also attended a third chapter initiation at St. Cloud State Nov. 12.

Heading the team to Moorhead was Roger Reupert, chapter president. With him were David Monroe, Harry Ewald and Lyle Herigren.

THE FIRST pledging of the new fraternity at WSC was carried out by an installing team of Reupert, Jerry McCarty, Irvin Tretter and D. A. Wald.

Attending the initiation was the chapter's faculty advisor, Coach Robert Jones, and the chapter's patroness, Miss Gertrude Finch, a business education instructor. A short reception followed the ceremony, including the showing of the pro football highlight movie of 1966.

PLEDGED were: Richard A. Anderson, Gary Macht, Raymond Aldrich, Lawrence Johnson, Robert Robinson, Richard Papenfuss, Robert Lietz, Clarence Broedt, Gerald Goets, Marvin Cunningham, Edwin Nowak, Thomas Duff, Michael Hull, Lawrence Ford, David Prevel and Lawrence Joyo.

WHAT'S UP?

Mean today — Thanksgiving vacation starts. Nov. 26—Basketball, St. Cloud here.


Dec. 3—Registration for winter quarter.

Dec. 4—Registration for winter quarter.

Dec. 5—Registration for winter quarter.

Dec. 6—Registration for winter quarter.


Dec. 8—Basketball, Superior State, Dec. 9.

Dec. 10—Basketball, Michigan Tech., Dec. 11.


Dec. 15—Basketball, Illinois Institute of Technology, Dec. 16.

Dec. 16—Basketball, Moorhead State, Dec. 17.

Dec. 17—Basketball, St. Cloud here.


Dec. 21—Basketball, St. Cloud here.

Dec. 22—Basketball, Superior State, Dec. 23.


Dec. 26—Basketball, Moorhead State, Dec. 27.


Dec. 28—Basketball, Moorhead State, Dec. 29.


Jan. 1—Basketball, Moorhead State, Jan. 2.

Jan. 2—Basketball, Michigan Tech., Jan. 3.

Jan. 3—Basketball, Moorhead State, Jan. 4.

Jan. 4—Basketball, Michigan Tech., Jan. 5.

Jan. 5—Basketball, Moorhead State, Jan. 6.


Jan. 7—Basketball, Moorhead State, Jan. 8.


Jan. 9—Basketball, Moorhead State, Jan. 10.

Jan. 10—Basketball, Michigan Tech., Jan. 11.


Jan. 15—Basketball, Michigan Tech., Jan. 16.


Jan. 26—Basketball, Michigan Tech., Jan. 27.


